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Organic Semiconductors

Aggregation-Induced Emission by Molecular Design: A Route to
High-Performance Light-Emitting Electrochemical Cells

Shi Tang+, Zhi Wang+, Yanzi Xu, Huili Ma, Jia Wang, Christian Larsen, Dongfeng Dang,*
Ergang Wang,* and Ludvig Edman*

Abstract: The emission efficiency of organic semicon-
ductors (OSCs) often suffers from aggregation caused
quenching (ACQ). An elegant solution is aggregation-
induced emission (AIE), which constitutes the design of
the OSC so that its morphology inhibits quenching π–π
interactions and non-radiative motional deactivation.
The light-emitting electrochemical cell (LEC) can be
sustainably fabricated, but its function depends on
motion of bulky ions in proximity of the OSC. It is
therefore questionable whether the AIE morphology
can be retained during LEC operation. Here, we
synthesize two structurally similar OSCs, which are
distinguished by that 1 features ACQ while 2 delivers
AIE. Interestingly, we find that the AIE-LEC signifi-
cantly outperforms the ACQ-LEC. We rationalize our
finding by showing that the AIE morphology remains
intact during LEC operation, and that it can feature
appropriately sized free-volume voids for facile ion
transport and suppressed non-radiative excitonic deacti-
vation.

Introduction

Many π-conjugated organic semiconductors (OSC) exhibit a
strong propensity for a flat conformation, which renders for
strong intermolecular interactions by π–π stacking in con-
centrated solution and in the solid state.[1] This characteristic
π–π stacking aggregation is attractive in that it enables for
facile electronic transport,[2] but it can unfortunately also
result in a strong quenching of the emission capacity of the
OSC through, e.g., the formation of dark or weakly emissive
excimers.[3] This frequently observed behavior is termed
“aggregation caused quenching” (ACQ), and it is obviously
a severe drawback for the utilization of OSCs in light-
emission applications.[3b,4]

In this context, the development of OSCs that are
designed to efficiently inhibit this propensity for intermolec-
ular π–π stacking aggregation, by the virtue of a twisted or
rotated molecular conformation, is important.[5] Moreover, it
has proven possible to design such OSCs so that their
molecular rotations and vibrations are strongly incapacitated
in the solid state, which in turn suppresses the non-radiative
deactivation of the excitons.[6] Accordingly, the combination
of these two features—the inhibition of intermolecular π–π
stacking and the suppression of molecular rotations and
vibrations—can result in that the efficiency of emission of
these designed OSC actually increases during aggregation in
the solid state; this phenomenon is therefore termed
“aggregation induced emission” (AIE).[7] It is possible to
verify that an OSC emits with the process of AIE by the
combined measurement of an increasing photoluminescence
quantum yield (PLQY) and a prolongation of the radiative
lifetime following the transfer of the OSC from dilute
solution to the solid state.

OSCs that deliver AIE are obviously a good fit for the
emitter in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs),[8] since
they, e.g., can eliminate the need for an additional host
compound, and hence render for the attainment of high
brightness at low voltage and resolve issues with phase
separation.[9] The light-emitting electrochemical cell (LEC)
is a cost-efficient and sustainable alternative to the
OLED,[10] because its characteristic in situ electrochemical-
doping mode enables for ambient-air printing and coating of
the entire device stack using solely sustainable materials.[11]

However, the electrochemical-doping mode of LECs is
directly dependent on the redistribution of bulky ions in
close proximity of the emissive OSC in the active material,
which opens up for the fundamental question as to whether
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the critical AIE morphology even can be retained during
LEC operation?

In this context, we note that Park and Choe and co-
workers[12] reported on the synthesis of an ionic phenan-
throimidazole:tetraphenylethylene small molecule that fea-
tured increasing emission efficiency in tetrahydrofuran
(THF) solution with increasing addition of water, which is a
commonly employed indicator of AIE behavior. They also
introduced this emitter as the single-component active
material in a two-electrode device, which delivered impres-
sive blue electroluminescence. However, the time-depend-
ent measurements that could have clarified whether ions are
migrating in the active material during device operation
were missing. The critical questions whether the AIE
morphology can be retained during LEC operation, and
whether this class of emitters is of practical interest for
application in LEC devices, thus remain.

Here, we report on the designed synthesis of two
structurally similar non-ionic donor-acceptor molecules,
termed DAπAD-1 and DAπAD-2, with essentially identical
emission properties in dilute solution, but which are
distinguished by that DAπAD-1 features ACQ of the
emission in neat solid form whereas DAπAD-2 exhibits
AIE. We mixed each of the molecules separately with an
ionic-liquid electrolyte, and employed these blends as the
active material in two-electrode devices. We firmly establish
that the ionic-liquid ions are migrating in both devices
during the initial operation, and that they can enable for
electrochemical p- and n-type doping of both DAπAD-1
and DAπAD-2. We find that the DAπAD-2 based LEC
drastically outperforms the DAπAD-1 LEC by that it
delivers much faster emission turn-on, higher emission
efficiency, lower drive voltage, and better emission stability,
and present complementary measurements that show that
the enabler of the improved performance is the AIE
morphology. We specifically find that an optimized AIE-
LEC delivers intense near-infrared emission, with a peak
radiance of 320 μWcm� 2 and a peak wavelength of 694 nm,
during driving with a steady-state voltage of 4.3 V. Impor-
tantly, our study thus establishes that the AIE morphology
can be retained during LEC operation, and that such
appropriately designed AIE-LECs can deliver a highly
promising emission performance.

Results and Discussion

Figures 1a,b present the molecular structure of the two
OSCs: DAπAD-1 (a) and DAπAD-2 (b). The detailed
description of their synthesis can be found in the Supporting
Information, and key synthesis steps are displayed in
Figure S1. In brief, a 4-(7-bromobenzo[c] [1,2,5]thiadiazol–4-
yl)-N,N-bis(4-methoxyphenyl)aniline precursor reacted
chemically with either (4,4,9,9-tetrahexyl-4,9-dihydro-s-inda-
ceno5-[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene-2,7-diyl)bis(trimeth-
ylstannane) (DAπAD-1) or (4,4,9,9-tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-
4,9-dihydro-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene-2,7-
diyl)bis(trimethylstannane) (DAπAD-2) in a Stille-coupling
reaction, using Pd(PPh3)4 as the catalyst. The molecular

structures were established and verified with a combination
of 1H NMR, 13C NMR and MALDI-TOF-MS (see Figur-
es S2–S7) and the overall reaction product yield was �70%.

The two OSCs were designed with the same donor-
acceptor-π-acceptor-donor (DAπAD) backbone structure,
with triphenylamine (TPA) being the electron donor,
benzothiadiazole (BT) the electron acceptor, and indaceno-
dithiophene (IDT) being the central π bridging group. The
four flexible hexyl side chains on the central part of the
molecule were included for the attainment of high solubility
in common hydrophobic solvents, such as toluene and THF.
Importantly, DAπAD-2 is distinguished by that it features
four “phenyl bridging units” (marked with blue background
in Figure 1b) in between the central IDT group and the four
hexyl side chains. Our first design goal with their introduc-
tion was to force a twisted molecular conformation of
DAπAD-2, because of steric repulsion between the neigh-
boring bulky phenyl groups, which in turn should inhibit the,
for light-emission purposes, detrimental π–π stacking aggre-
gation. Our second design goal was that the phenyl bridging
units should function as intermolecular connection points in
the solid state, which significantly restrict rotational and
vibrational motions, and thereby slows down the non-
radiative excitonic deactivation rate of DAπAD-2. Figur-
es 1c,d present schematically our hypothesis for the contrast-
ing stacking and intermolecular interactions of DAπAD-1
and DAπAD-2.

We performed calculations by density functional theory
(DFT) to establish the single-molecule conformation and
frontier orbitals of the two compounds, and to investigate
the influence of the distinguishing phenyl bridging units on
the single-molecule behavior of DAπAD-2. Figures 1e,f
present the side-view and top-view conformation, which
reveal that both OSCs feature a highly planar central
acceptor-π-acceptor conformation (and a similar rotation at
the peripheral TPA donor groups), but that the phenyl
bridging units of DAπAD-2 adopt a strongly twisted
conformation with respect to the planar central acceptor-π-
acceptor group, with the calculated twisting angle being 76°.
Figures 1g,h present the DFT-derived LUMO and HOMO
distributions, and the associated energy levels. The two
OSCs are essentially indistinguishable in both these aspects,
with the HOMO being evenly delocalized over the entire
molecule, while the LUMO is primarily localized on the two
BT acceptor units. The calculated energy levels, with respect
to the vacuum level, are � 4.5 eV for the more delocalized
HOMO and � 2.4 eV for the LUMO; and the DFT
calculated energy gap is accordingly 2.1 eV.

The aggregation properties and ordering capacity of the
two OSCs in solid powder form were measured with X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). The two powders were prepared with an identical
process, comprising slow evaporative drying of the purified
synthesis solution. Figure 2a shows that the DAπAD-1
powder (solid black line) exhibits a complex XRD pattern
with a large number of sharp peaks, which is indicative of a
well-ordered crystalline sample. In contrast, the XRD
pattern of the DAπAD-2 powder (dashed red line) is broad
and featureless, which implies that DAπAD-2 is in a
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disordered amorphous state. Figure 2b present the DSC
traces of the same pristine OSC powders recorded during
the first heating cycle. DAπAD-1 (upper solid black line)
exhibits a strong crystalline melting transition at Tm=214 °C,

whereas DAπAD-2 (lower dashed red line) solely features a
glass transition with its onset at Tg=123 °C. These exper-
imental results thus provide support for that the highly
planar molecular conformation of DAπAD-1 facilitates for

Figure 1. The molecular structure of a) DAπAD-1 and b) DAπAD-2, with the blue background identifying the distinguishing phenyl groups of
DAπAD-2. c), d) Schematic illustrating our anticipated view of the distinguishing solid-state conformation and intermolecular stacking interactions
as well as the primarily excited species. e), f) The DFT-derived optimum conformation in top view (upper panel) and side view (lower panel). g),
h) The DFT-calculated frontier orbitals and the associated energy levels.
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the formation of an ordered crystalline structure in the solid
state. The more twisted conformation of DAπAD-2 instead
inhibits such ordering and results in a solidification into a
disordered amorphous glassy state. As such, these combined
data support that DAπAD-1 can solidify into an ACQ
conformation, whereas DAπAD-2 has a propensity for the
formation of an AIE conformation, as schematically de-
picted in Figures 1c,d.

Figures 3a,b display the normalized absorption spectra
of the two OSCs in dilute THF solution and as a spin-coated
neat solid film, respectively. The two compounds exhibit
very similar absorption behavior in both dilute solution and
in solid form, and the difference between the two media is
also quite minor. The broad absorption spectrum is divided
into two bands, with the lower-energy band covering a
majority of the visible regime while the higher-energy band
is positioned in the UV range. The former is related to the
HOMO–LUMO excitations depicted in Figures 1g,h, while
the latter is attributed to a π–π* transition within the IDT-
BT part.[13] The optical energy gap was derived from the
measured absorption onset using the Tauc method (see
Figure S8); in the dilute solution/neat film the optical energy
gap is determined to be 2.02/1.93 eV for DAπAD-1 and
2.04/1.96 eV for DAπAD-2. The key optical properties are
summarized in Table 1.

Figures 3c,d present the non-normalized PL spectra, with
the corresponding values for the PLQY displayed in the
lower inset. The two OSCs feature highly similar non-
structured PL spectra, in both the dilute solution and in the
neat thin film, with the broad PL peak positioned at �705–
710 nm and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) being

130 nm. The observed strong resemblance of both the
absorption and the emission spectra for the two OSC implies
that their optically active parts are essentially identical. This
is in line with that the distinguishing phenyl bridging units
(marked with blue background in Figure 1b) are physically
separated from the optically active parts of the OSC
molecules, i.e. the HOMO and LUMO distributions and the
IDT-BT unit (see Figures 1g,h). Moreover, we find that the
PL spectrum of a model TPA-BT donor-acceptor molecule
(see Figure S9) is highly similar, which implies that the PL
emission is primarily originating from the TPA-BT donor-
acceptor part of DAπAD-1 and DAπAD-2.

However, the concentration dependence of the emission
efficiency, as manifested in the PLQY, is drastically differ-
ent. DAπAD-1 exhibits a significant drop in PLQY, from
35.8 to 1.6%, when transferring from the dilute THF
solution to the neat solid film. In contrast, the PLQY of
DAπAD-2 increases, from 19.8 to 31.8%, when the mole-
cule is going from dilute solution to neat solid film. The
photographs (recorded with identical exposure settings) in
Figures 3c,d, left inset, of the UV-excited PL from the dilute
solution and the neat thin film, respectively, provide visual
evidence for this differing capacity for PL in the solid state.

Figures 3e,f present the temporal decay of the PL
intensity (following optical excitation that ends at t=0 ns)
for the dilute solution and the neat solid film, respectively.
Three of the four measured PL transients were well fitted
with a mono-exponential function and a constant back-
ground, with the exception being the DAπAD-1 neat film
that required a bi-exponential function and a constant
background for a good fit. This is in line with that this

Figure 2. a) The measured X-ray diffraction spectrum of the two OSCs in powder form. b) The DSC traces of the two OSCs recorded during the first
heating cycle, with the heating rate being 5 °Cmin� 1. The melting and glass transitions are indicated, and the two traces are shifted in the vertical
direction for clarity.

Table 1: Summary of key measured optical and electronic properties of the two OSCs.
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system is distinguished by featuring significant π–π stacking
interactions. The derived PL decay times are displayed in
the upper right inset, while the calculated values for the

radiative and the non-radiative rate constants (kr and knr)
are presented in Table 1. (The decay time for the DAπAD-1
neat film is the average of the two exponentials.) The PL

Figure 3. a), b) The normalized absorption spectra, c), d) the non-normalized PL spectra, and e), f) the PL intensity transients in dilute THF
solution and as a solid neat film. The lower left inset in (b) identifies the OSC in all panels. The insets in (c), (d) are photographs of the PL from
the dilute THF solution and the neat thin films, as recorded under exposure to UV illumination (λpeak=365 nm) in a dark room. The OSC
concentration in the THF solution is �10 μM, and the film thickness was 120 nm.
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decay time of DAπAD-1 drops markedly from 2.66 to
0.46 ns when going from dilute solution to neat film. In
combination with the significant drop for the PLQY, this
results in that the non-radiative decay rate knr of DAπAD-1
increases radically by a factor of eight during aggregation. In
contrast, the PL decay time for DAπAD-2 is observed to
increase from 2.09 to 3.61 ns when transferring from the
dilute solution to the neat film, which results in that knr
decreases by a factor of fifteen during aggregation. We have
also investigated the effects on the PL of the addition of a
polar non-solvent in the form of water to the dilute THF
solution. Figure S10 shows that the initial addition of water
results in a drop of the PL efficiency for both OSCs, and we
speculate that this can be due to a transition to a poorly
emissive molecular conformation. For larger amounts of
added water, the response deviates between the two
compounds, with the PL efficiency of DAπAD-1 decreasing
markedly, whereas DAπAD-2 is rendered more emissive.

This combination of results confirms that the molecular
design strategy has been successful, and that DAπAD-1
features ACQ, whereas DAπAD-2 can deliver AIE in the
neat solid state. More specifically, the observed drop in the
PLQY and the increase in the non-radiative decay rate with
aggregation for DAπAD-1 are rationalized by that its
molecular aggregation in the solid state is effectuated by
intermolecular π–π interactions, and that the resulting ACQ
morphology is concomitant with the formation of non-
emissive low-energy species, such as excimers (see Fig-
ure 1c).[3b] The contrasting increase in the PLQY and the
decrease in the non-radiative rate for DAπAD-2 are instead
explained by that its solid-state aggregation simultaneously
prohibits intermolecular π–π interactions while rendering for
the formation of other types of intermolecular bonds. The
former process eliminates the formation of emission quench-
ing species such as excimers, whereas the latter process
suppresses non-radiative deactivation by freezing out rota-
tions and vibrations (see Figure 1d).

We now turn our attention to the evaluation and
application of the two OSCs as the electroactive and
emissive species in a light-emitting electrochemical cell
(LEC). The successful operation of an LEC is dependent on
that injection-facilitating electric double layers (EDLs) first
form at the electrode/active-material interfaces, and that the
OSC thereafter can be electrochemically p-type doped at
the positive anode and n-type doped at the negative
cathode.[14] More exactly, the injection of a hole/electron
onto the OSC during the LEC initial turn-on phase is
concomitant with the influx of an electrostatically compen-
sating anion/cation in order prevent the build-up of space
charge, which in turn enables for high OSC conductivity. A
convenient method to determine whether an OSC can allow
for electrochemical doping is cyclic voltammetry (CV).
Figure 4a presents a CV investigation of the two OSCs in
neat solid film form. The observation of (partially) rever-
sible oxidation and reduction events implies that both
compounds exhibit capacity for the desired electrochemical
p-type and n-type doping.

The HOMO/LUMO values of the OSCs can be derived
from these CV data using the following Equation (1):

Evacuum level ¼ � e � ð4:8 Vþ VFc=FcþÞ (1)

where e is the elementary charge and VFc/Fc+ is the onset
potential for oxidation/reduction with respect to the Fc/Fc+

reference system, as identified by the vertical dashed lines in
Figure 4a. This procedure delivers that the two OSCs
feature essentially identical values for the HOMO and
LUMO of � 5.15 eV and � 3.15 eV, respectively, which in
turn yields that the electrochemical energy gap is 2.0 eV. We
note that the latter is similar to the measured optical energy
gap and the DFT calculated energy gap, but that the
measured HOMO and LUMO levels from CV are lower
than the calculated DFT values by 0.6 eV.

The position of the in situ formed emissive p-n junction
in the active material has a strong influence on the LEC
emission efficiency because of microcavity effects and
because of varying proximity to quenching electrodes and
polarons.[15] It was recently demonstrated that the steady-
state position of the p-n junction in LEC devices is
determined by the electron-mobility/hole-mobility ratio, and
it is therefore relevant to estimate this effective value by
mobility measurements on single-carrier devices.[16] Fig-
ure 4b presents the current density as a function of the
voltage for (+)ITO/ZnO/OSC/Ca/Al(� ) electron-only devi-
ces and (� )ITO/PEDOT:PSS/OSC/MoO3/Au(+) hole-only
devices. We find that the hole mobility is higher than the
electron mobility for the two OSCs, which implies that the
steady state p-n junction is positioned closer to the negative
cathode in both the ACQ-LEC and the AIE-LEC. More-
over, we find that the two DAπAD-2 single-carrier devices
feature a markedly higher current density (for both
electrons and holes) than the corresponding DAπAD-1
devices, which implies that both the electron and the hole
migrate faster in the AIE morphology.

The LEC active material was optimized to comprise a
blend of the OSC and a tetrahexylammonium tetrafluorobo-
rate (THABF4) ionic-liquid electrolyte in a mass ratio of
1:0.05. Figure S11 shows that the PL spectra of the two
active-material films are highly similar, and a comparison
with the PL spectra of the neat OSC films in Figures 3c,d
yields that the addition of the ionic-liquid electrolyte has a
negligible influence on the shape of the PL spectrum. We
further find that the addition of the electrolyte resulted in
an increase of the PLQY from 1.6% to a higher, but still
modest, value of 3.9% for DAπAD-1, and a slight increase
from 31.8 to 33.1% for DAπAD-2 (compare data in Table 2
with Table 1). The retained large PLQY difference between
the two OSC films implies that the distinguishing ACQ and
AIE morphologies of DAπAD-1 and DAπAD-2, respec-
tively, are largely maintained following the addition of the
ionic-liquid electrolyte.

The LEC devices were fabricated with an indium-tin-
oxide/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene
sulfonate)/active-material/Al architecture, and driven by a
constant current density of 74.5 mAcm� 2. We have inves-
tigated 4–8 devices in each category, with an observed
variation in the presented performance metrics of less than
10%. The presented data are for the champion devices.
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Figure 4. a) CV traces of the neat OSC thin films, as identified in the inset. The electrolyte was 0.1 M TBAPF6 in CH3CN and the scan rate was
0.1 Vs� 1. b) The current density as a function of the voltage for (� )ITO/PEDOT:PSS/OSC/MoO3/Au(+) hole-only devices (open symbols) and
(+)ITO/ZnO/OSC/Ca/Al(� ) electron-only devices (solid symbols), with the OSC in the active material identified in the inset. c) The normalized
steady-state EL spectra of the two LEC devices. d) The temporal evolution of the radiance (left y-axis, solid symbols) and the voltage (right y-axis,
open symbols) of two pristine LEC devices. The active-material thickness was 120 nm for all presented devices. Schematic illustration of the ion
mobility pathways (dashed lines) in e) the AIE-LEC morphology and f) the ACQ-LEC morphology during the initial LEC operation. g) The PLQY of
the blend-host:guest:electrolyte active material as a function of guest concentration. The blend-host mass ratio was 1 :1, and the total
concentration of the THABF4 ionic-liquid electrolyte was 5 mass %. h) The peak radiance (left y-axis, solid symbols) and the minimum driving
voltage (right y-axis, open symbols) for the blend-host:guest LECs as a function of guest concentration. All LECs were driven by a constant current
density of 74.5 mAcm� 2.
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When the OSC in the active material is DAπAD-1/
DAπAD-2, the device is termed as ACQ-LEC/AIE-LEC.

Figure 4c presents the steady-state EL spectra, and we
find that both LECs feature a broad EL spectrum
(FWHM=130 nm) primarily located in the NIR range, with
the peak emission positioned at ELpeak�695 nm. We note
that the EL peak is slightly blue shifted by �10 nm
compared to the PL peak of the active-material film (see
Figure S11), the neat OSC film, and the dilute THF solution
(see Table 1). Figure 4d shows the temporal evolution of the
radiance (solid symbols) and the drive voltage (open
symbols), respectively, of pristine LEC devices. (The fact
that the primary LEC emission is outside the visible range
motivated the measurement of radiance instead of lumi-
nance.) Both devices feature the LEC-characteristic increas-
ing radiance and decreasing voltage during the initial
constant-current operation, which is in line with that the two
OSCs are in situ electrochemically p-type and n-type doped
during the LEC operation. This conclusion is also in agree-
ment with our analysis of the CV data in Figure 4a, and
verifies that the ions can migrate into close proximity of the
OSC in both the ACQ and AIE morphology.

Interestingly, Figure 4d shows that the AIE-LEC deliv-
ers a superior performance compared to the ACQ-LEC,
since it turns on much faster (<2 s to 100 μWcm� 2 compared
to >1300 min to a lower radiance of 50 μWcm� 2), its peak
radiance is notably higher (320 vs. 60 μWcm� 2), its minimum
voltage is lower (4.3 vs. 5.4 V), and its operational lifetime at
high radiance is significantly longer. We mention in passing
that the attained NIR performance of the AIE-LEC is
competitive with previously published NIR emitting
LECs.[17]

As described above, the in situ electrochemical doping
during the initial LEC operation is effectuated by ion
redistribution, which results in that the LEC turn-on time is
determined by the ion mobility in the active material. The
ion mobility is in turn depending on the existence of
appropriately sized free volume sites, between which the
ions can migrate.[18] Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that
the faster turn on of the AIE-LEC is due to that its active
material features a superior nanomorphology from a free-
volume perspective. We hypothesize that the inclusion of
the distinguishing phenyl bridging groups in DAπAD-2
results in the formation of a large concentration of
appropriately sized free-volume voids in between the back-
bone structures in the more open AIE morphology, whereas
this formation is inhibited by the π–π stacking that is
prominent in the more compact ACQ morphology, as
depicted in the schematics in Figures 4e,f.

The more than five times higher values for the peak
radiance and the EQE of the AIE-LEC is straightforward to
attribute to the eight times higher thin-film PLQY for the
AIE-based active material (see Table 1). The lower (mini-
mum) voltage required to drive a set constant through the
AIE-LEC does however mandate a more sophisticated
analysis. At this point in time, the two EDLs are well
developed, which render the electron and hole injection
efficient and balanced. This implies that the difference in
drive voltage is due to a difference in the effective bulk
resistance of the active material. As each mobile ion in the
active material can enable for one doping event,[19] the fact
that both devices comprise the same number of mobile ions
in the active material yields that the (average) doping
concentration at steady state (i.e. at minimum voltage)
should be the same.

Since the active-material resistance is inversely depend-
ent on the number of electronic charge carriers (i.e., the
doping level) and their mobility, the conclusion that follows
is that the AIE morphology features a higher effective
electron and hole mobility than the ACQ morphology. This
conclusion is in agreement with the single-carrier data
presented in Figure 4b. We further find that the mobility-
determining deviation in the morphology appears to be on
the nanoscopic level, since both compounds form high-
quality pinhole-free films on the microscopic level; see
atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of the two thin films
in Figure S12. We tentatively assign the higher electron and
hole mobility of the AIE film morphology to that it exhibits
a highly uniform “amorphous” nanostructure, whereas the
strong propensity for stacking aggregations in the ACQ film
results in the formation of nano-sized “grain boundaries”
between the stacking regions that severely impede long-
range electron and hole transport. It is finally reasonable
that the significantly longer operational lifetime of the AIE-
LEC can be attributed to its lower drive voltage, since a
lowering of the voltage is an obvious mean to suppress
detrimental electrochemical side reactions in LECs[20] and
other electrochemical devices.

It thus appears as though the superior performance of
the AIE-LEC compared to the ACQ-LEC, at least in part,
originates in the intimate AIE nanomorphology. A further
test of the validity of this conclusion constitutes the
dispersion of the OSCs as a minority component in a solid-
state host matrix, so that the effects of the distinguishing
ACQ and AIE morphologies are eliminated from the
analysis. For this investigation, the two OSC were (in
combination with the THABF4 electrolyte) separately dis-
persed in a TCTA:POT2T solid-state blend-host matrix; see

Table 2: LEC performance recorded during constant-current driving by 74.5 mAcm� 2.

[a] active-material film. [b] time to radiance >50 μWcm� 2. [c] time to radiance >100 μWcm� 2. [d] time at radiance >200 μWcm� 2. [e] time to half
peak radiance.
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Figure S13a for molecular structures. The blend-host mass
ratio was 1 :1, and the total concentration of the ionic-liquid
electrolyte was 5 mass%. The electron-energy diagram of
this blend-host suggests that it can form an intermolecular
exciplex (Figure S13b), while the strong spectral overlap
between the PL of the blend host and the absorption of the
two guest compounds (Figure S13c) implies that the Förster
resonance energy transfer from host to guest is efficient.

Figure 4g displays the dependency of the PLQY on the
guest concentration in these two blend-host:guest:electrolyte
active materials. Interestingly, the PLQY of the two active-
material films converges to essentially the same value (of
�20%) at a low guest concentration of 10 mass %,
corresponding to a host concentration of 85%, at which the
distinguishing and characteristic guest ACQ/AIE morphol-
ogy thus can be anticipated to be completely eliminated by
dilution into the host.

Figure 4h presents the steady-state radiance (solid sym-
bols) and voltage (open symbols) as a function of guest
concentration for the two LEC devices based on these
blend-host:guest active materials during constant-current
driving. The corresponding spectral data, transients and
overall performance are presented in Figure S14 and
summarized in Table S1. We find that the difference in drive
voltage is disappearing at lower guest concentration, which
is expected considering that the (same) majority host is then
the main charge transporter and that the trap depths are
essentially the same.[21] We also observe that the radiance
(and therefore the EQE) is increasing with decreasing guest
concentration for the DAπAD-1 based blend-host:guest
LEC, whereas the opposite trend is exhibited by the LEC
with DAπAD-2 as the guest emitter. We call attention to
that this radiance behavior is qualitatively similar to the
PLQY behavior in Figure 4g, which is in agreement with
that the PLQY sets the ceiling for the attainable device
performance. Importantly, the fact that the radiance at low
guest concentration converges to essentially the same value
for both blend-host:guest devices provides additional sup-
port for that it is indeed the morphology that it is the prime
differentiator between the guest-only ACQ-LEC and AIE-
LEC devices.

Conclusion

We employ and evaluate two highly similar OSCs for the
electroactive species in LEC devices, which are distin-
guished by that one OSC emits by the conventional ACQ
mechanism in the neat solid state whereas the other OSC
features AIE. We find that the AIE morphology can be
retained during LEC operation, and that the corresponding
AIE-LEC delivers a significantly better performance than
the ACQ-LEC in that it is notably faster to turn-on, more
efficient and more stable. We specifically report on an AIE-
LEC that turns on to bright emission within 2 s, delivers
intense near-infrared emission with a peak radiance of
320 μWcm� 2 and a peak wavelength of 694 nm, during long-
term driving with a low voltage of 4.3 V. We rationalize our
findings by showing that the distinguishing AIE morphology

features a strongly suppressed non-radiative deactivation of
the excitons, a higher mobility for the electrons and holes,
and a more appropriate distribution of free volume for facile
ion transport. Our findings thus establish that the AIE-LEC
concept is a promising route towards fast, efficient and low-
voltage emissive devices, which can be fabricated with low-
cost and sustainable methods.
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Aggregation-Induced Emission by Molecu-
lar Design: A Route to High-Performance
Light-Emitting Electrochemical Cells

The solid-state nanomorphology that
enables aggregation-induced emission
(AIE) is shown to be compatible with
the ion redistribution that defines the
operation of light-emitting electrochem-
ical cells (LECs), and appropriately de-
signed AIE-LECs are reported to deliver
fast-to-turn and efficient emission at low
voltage.
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